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GC14275
Boulder Meadows
Placed by: Loblollylove

Placed Date: 7/1/2007

N 48° 32.599 W 116° 13.398
Size:

Difficulty:

(Regular)

Log Counts:

10 Found it

UTM: 11U E 557327 N 5376981

1 Write note

Terrain:

1 Publish Listing

Please note: To use the services of geocaching.com, you must agree to the terms and conditions in our
disclaimer.

Short Description [hide images]
Boulder Meadows is a favorite spot for both horse groups as well as hikers as several Forest Service
trails pass through this area.
Long Description [hide images]
Welcome to Boulder Meadows - home to a variety of wildlife including a small pack of gray
wolves.
For the easiest route, turn east from US 95 about a mile north of Naples onto the Twentymile Creek
Road. This becomes Forest Service Road 408. Go about 12 miles and turn south onto FS Rd. 427.
Road signs at all major junctions will keep you on the right track. As of July 1, 2007, a road
washout at the Boulder Creek bridge prevents driving beyond the two mile on Rd. 427. Getting past
that point will require a horse, mountain bike or shoe leather to get the remaining mile to the cache.
Don't fret, it's an easy trip on a gated, gravel road.
For a terrific view, take FS Rd. 427 to Black Mountain Lookout. You'll also enjoy nice views of
Chimney Rock, Mt. Roothan and Gunsight Peak on your way back to Naples.
The roads are suitable for most all vehicles but remember that they are single-lane with turnouts.
Watch for oncoming traffic.
Additional Hints
Raq bs srapr

Trackable Items
"Okatee River (SC)" Red Jeep Travel Bug,
Jiffy's Summer Meltdown Geocoin #49

2007 Groundspeak Lackey Geocoin,

Mr.

Logs
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[ Write note] Sunday, May 24, 2009 by Rolling Oldies (1593 found)
Tried to get in to this cache today but there was still to much snow on the road. Made to to the 2624
intersection, about 3 miles from the cache and decided to come back later instead of hoofing it
through the snow. In hindsight I could have brought my ATV and made it. It was worth the ride up
the road, I saw a herd of turkeys (20 or so) and momma and baby moose, then 3 deer- wildlife
abound[:)] Rolling Oldies
[ Found it] Monday, October 20, 2008 by The O Team (595 found)
the bridge is fixed, you can drive to within 50ft. of the cache. Neat area tucked away back there.
well-maintained trails. The coin has been taken by others who signed log this Summer> seems
cache was found more than once by non-cachers. I re-hid the cache better and left a neat coin and
fish derby pin. T - carabiner. tfth
[ Found it] Sunday, June 15, 2008 by Love (270 found)
I decided to find one of my Dad's caches while I was out with him for Father's day and this one
happened to be in a really pretty setting! After finding the cache we were walking through the
meadows and came up on a new little fawn. It was kind enough to not move while I snapped some
photos. I left a Lackeys geocoin in the cache. TFTC!
[ Found it] Saturday, October 06, 2007 by fish2fry (707 found)
We remember camping up here before they changed this area so much, maybe not for the better. T:
blue glass heart and cards. L: pig and quarter.
[ Found it] Friday, September 21, 2007 by aussieposse (8 found)
Found the cache after a great day riding horses to Divide Lake. Took Smore Bear TB. Left Wade
Gray Wolf.
Overview Map [640x480] [320x240]
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